
1. Full Closed Loop without MISS-STEP 2. Low Heat/ High Efficiency 

3. High Speed Response 

4. Smooth and Accurate 
5. High Torque/ High Speed 

1. Accurate position/ speed control is achievable even with high performance 
    system application.
2. High robustness control can adapt to a wide variation of inertial load and 
    frictional load.
3. The motor with 1000PPR encoder support closed loop vector control which
     solve the MISS-STEP problem of conventional stepper motor system.   

1. Adjust output current to actual load condition, thus reducing 
    motor heat problem as in conventional stepper motor.
2. Current is almost zero under standstill condition.
3. The output motor current is nearly 100% torque output with 
    a very cost effective costing comparing to other servo system.   

The Hybrid step servo drive system integrate the servo control technology into it core control and uses the latest 32 bit DSP with the 
advance servo control algorithm for  Position Control. Comparing to the conventional stepper drive, it avoid miss-step problem of the old
stepper motor, and effective control the temperature rise of the motor, which in term reduce motor vibration and enhance the performance 
of the motor at high speed range. Despite of all above advantages, it is a very cost effective system as compare to servo motor system.

Space Vector current control algorithm and vector smoothing filtering
technology based on encoder feedback, can well resist low frequency
resonance on the traditional stepper motors. Motor can run smoothly 
at low speed.

1. Hybrid step servo drive system adopts the optimized current control mode,
    100% of motor torque can be fully utilised. 
2. High torque output can simplified complexity of gearbox in certain case.
3. The speed of hybrid step servo is improve by 30% as compare to the 
     conventional open loop stepper motor and can maintain with high torque 
     with high speed.

Traditioal step motor:short distance, medium and low speed(300-600RPM)
StepStep motor:medium and short distance, medium and high speed(600-2000RPM)
AC Servo motor:Long distance, high speed(more than 2000RPM)

Main Features

Integrated Step Servo Drive System
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 Integrated StepServo Motor 

Motor Flange Size        

Motor Length in mm: 85/106/118                   

Torque in N : 1/2/3       

   106   0821  0815

  4 Digit: d-cut H*L (mm)                     

   Shaft Dia | Shaft Length                     

Order Coding : Integrated StepServo Motor
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